
  ARTICLES, PREPOSITIONS AND PUNCTUATION 

 

ARTICLES 

1) Fill in the blank spaces with the correct article. 

a) I’m studying at ____ University of Technology 

b) I’m studying at ____ UTS. 

c) This is ____ most fun I’ve ever had. 

d) ____ Most of ____students here work very hard. 

e) ____ Most  ____students enjoy meeting other students. 

f) You can see ___ Opera House and ___ harbour from her window. 

g) Did you catch ___ train into uni? 

h) Frank is ____ architecture student. He is ____student who won the competition. 

i) The university is on ____ George Street. 

j) I go into ___ library three times ___ week. 

k) She doesn’t even know how to use ____ computer. 

l) ____ Prime-minister will be visiting campus next week. 

m) Let’s watch ___ sunset from building 1. 

n) ___French is a difficult language to learn. 

o) ___ French love their food and wine.  

p) _____ Pandas are under threat of extinction. 

q) ____ panda is under threat of extinction 

2) Correct the mistakes with articles from the following extracts from student assignments. 

a) During the first trimester, oesophagus takes longer to push food into stomach and stomach takes longer to be 
empty. This helps body to provide nutrients to foetus. 

b) While I was on practical placement, there was an incident involving the elderly patient. She …. 

c) Having a good publicity will ensure that more people support the ban. 

d) In 1960s, Marshall McLuhan presented his forward-looking media theory, which focused on the power of media 
itself. 

e) Redfern, originally being area consisting of working class industry, has been transformed into cosmopolitan suburb 
for upper middle class. Suburb is in the top ten hipster locations with… 

f) Most common solution to their sleep disturbances was to have them join a behavioral therapy and take a 
medication. 
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3) Fill in the blank spaces with the correct article. 

At Cambridge University there was _____ conference consisting of some of _____ most celebrated 
biologists in _____ world. Most of _____ speakers had achieved success in their chosen field after many 
years of difficult research.  However, one of  _____ most famous researchers, Jane Wills, had received 
worldwide acclaim from ___ early age.   Emma Helme, _____ chemist who has written _____ lot about 
biology, was also there. These scientists told _____ audience of their struggles. ____most interesting aspect 
was how ____ data communication via ____ internet changed _____ way they did their research. ____ 
email, one aspect of _____ data communications was very effective.  

 

Communication is an uncountable noun therefore no plural ending or article. Data communications is a system of communication 
and the plural can be used. No article is used. However, in the case of one communication then we can use the article. ie a 
communication was received from the President. Good communication is an uncountable noun.  

Source: http://www.ihbristol.com/learn-online/exercise-general/elementary/grammar/articles-a-an-the/89/#answer 

 

For more exercises on articles go to: https://www.adelaide.edu.au/english-for-uni/articles/ 

 

PREPOSITIONS 

Fill in the blank spaces with the correct preposition. 

1. All the students will work ___ a collaborative environment. 

2. They need to concentrate ___ their studies. 

3. You will study the important causes ___ environmental change. 

4. In addition to the formal contact time required ___ each course students will need to allocate non-contact 
time. 

5. The course encourages students to think critically ___ development. 

6. This academic program offers opportunities for studies that can lead ___ careers in the increasingly 
important field of international business. 

7. The degree is designed to build a student's capacity ___ lifelong learning beyond graduation.  

8. You will study issues related ___ individual adjustment and maladjustment. 

9. In order to write a thesis, one must engage ___ research which focuses ___ a specific topic relevant ___ 
one's field of study. Current issues ___ the field should be addressed by means of a review ___ the literature 
___ their chosen subject. 

Source: https://www.adelaide.edu.au/english-for-uni/prepositions/prepositions_exercises_english_for_uni.pdf 

For more exercises on prepositions go to: http://www.world-english.org/prepositions2.htm     

http://www.ihbristol.com/learn-online/exercise-general/elementary/grammar/articles-a-an-the/89/#answer
https://www.adelaide.edu.au/english-for-uni/prepositions/prepositions_exercises_english_for_uni.pdf
http://www.world-english.org/prepositions2.htm
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PUNCTUATION 

Choose the sentence with correct punctuation. 

1 

 

A. Spain is a beautiful country; the beache's are warm, sandy and spotlessly clean. 

B. Spain is a beautiful country: the beaches are warm, sandy and spotlessly clean. 

C. Spain is a beautiful country, the beaches are warm, sandy and spotlessly clean. 

D. Spain is a beautiful country; the beaches are warm, sandy and spotlessly clean. 
 

 
 

2 A. The children's books were all left in the following places: Mrs Smith's room, Mr Powell's office and the caretaker's 

cupboard. 

B. The children's books were all left in the following places; Mrs Smith's room, Mr Powell's office and the caretaker's 

cupboard. 

C. The childrens books were all left in the following places: Mrs Smiths room, Mr Powells office and the caretakers cupboard. 

D. The children's books were all left in the following places, Mrs Smith's room, Mr Powell's office and the caretaker's 

cupboard. 

 

3 A. She always enjoyed sweets, chocolate, marshmallows and toffee apples. 

B. She always enjoyed: sweets, chocolate, marshmallows and toffee apples. 

C. She always enjoyed sweets chocolate marshmallows and toffee apples. 

D. She always enjoyed sweet's, chocolate, marshmallow's and toffee apple's. 

 
 

4 A. Sarah's uncle's car was found without its wheels in that old derelict warehouse. 

B. Sarah's uncle's car was found without its wheels in that old, derelict warehouse. 

C. Sarahs uncles car was found without its wheels in that old, derelict warehouse. 

D. Sarah's uncle's car was found without it's wheels in that old, derelict warehouse. 
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5 A. I can't see Tim's car, there must have been an accident. 

B. I cant see Tim's car; there must have been an accident. 

C. I can't see Tim's car there must have been an accident. 

D. I can't see Tim's car; there must have been an accident. 

 
 

6 A. Paul's neighbours were terrible; so his brother's friends went round to have a word. 

B. Paul's neighbours were terrible: so his brother's friends went round to have a word. 

C. Paul's neighbours were terrible, so his brother's friends went round to have a word. 

D. Paul's neighbours were terrible so his brother's friends went round to have a word. 

 
 

7 A. Tims gran, a formidable woman, always bought him chocolate, cakes, sweets and a nice fresh apple. 

B. Tim's gran a formidable woman always bought him chocolate, cakes, sweets and a nice fresh apple. 

C. Tim's gran, a formidable woman, always bought him chocolate cakes sweets and a nice fresh apple. 

D. Tim's gran, a formidable woman, always bought him chocolate, cakes, sweets and a nice fresh apple. 

 
 

8 A. That tall man, Paul's grandad, is this month's winner. 

B. That tall man Paul's grandad is this month's winner. 

C. That tall man, Paul's grandad, is this months winner. 

D. That tall man, Pauls grandad, is this month's winner. 

 
 

9. 

 

A. Charlie Parker, whose wife lived in China, died quite some time ago. 

B. Charlie Parker, whose wife lived in China died quite some time ago. 

C. Charlie Parker, who’s wife lived in China, died quite some time ago. 

D. Charlie Parker who’s wife lived in China died quite some time ago. 

 

Source: http://www.bristol.ac.uk/arts/exercises/grammar/grammar_tutorial/page_55.htm 

For an extra activity on colons, semi-colons and commas, go to: 

http://www.grammarbook.com/grammar_quiz/semicolons_and_colons_1.asp  

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/arts/exercises/grammar/grammar_tutorial/page_55.htm
http://www.grammarbook.com/grammar_quiz/semicolons_and_colons_1.asp
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Punctuation: 

Look at the paragraph below and add appropriate punctuation.  

 

it can be said that a growing trend of overconsumption particularly in Western industrialised nations is 

rising considerably this phenomena extends to a wide range of goods and products which at one time were 

built to be repaired and reused but now deemed too expensive to do so are simply tossed aside to make 

way for a brand-new version of themselves additionally it can be said that in particular developed nations 

individuals consume and purchase far too many products which are all too quickly consumed and not 

reused repaired or recycled and after their usefulness has passed they are simply discarded or sent to 

landfill refuse sites The overconsumption of goods and products therefore is seen as a true threat to 

achieving sustainability in the 21st century and will continue to be ever more problematic until action is 

taken to curb this trend as populations rise and become more affluent and developed the 

overconsumption of goods and natural resources generally tends to grow exponentially and in many cases 

unsustainably leads to serious consequences this essay will therefore discuss some of the main reasons 

why overconsumption has become a worrying issue and a detrimental trend in major industrialised nations 

furthermore possible strategies in which to reduce this growing epidemic in the future will be outlined and 

explored 
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ANSWERS    ARTICLES 

1) Fill in the blank spaces with the correct article. 

a) I’m studying at __the__ University of Technology 

b) I’m studying at ____ UTS. 

c) This is __the__ most fun I’ve ever had. 

d) ____ Most of __the__students here work very hard. 

e) ____ Most  ____students enjoy meeting other students. 

f) You can see _the__ Opera House and _the__ harbour from her window. 

g) Did you catch __the_ train into uni? 

h) Frank is ___an_ architecture student. He is __the__student who won the competition. 

i) The university is on ____ George Street. 

j) I go into _the__ library three times __a_ week. 

k) She doesn’t even know how to use __a__ computer. 

l) __The__ Prime-minister will be visiting campus next week. 

m) Let’s watch _the__ sunset from building 1. 

n) ____French is a difficult language to learn. 

o) __The_ French love their food and wine.  

p) _____ Pandas are under threat of extinction. 

q) ___The_ panda is under threat of extinction 

2) Correct the mistakes with articles from the following extracts from student assignments. 

a) During the first trimester, the oesophagus takes longer to push food into the stomach and the stomach 
takes longer to be empty. This helps the body to provide nutrients to the foetus. 

b) While I was on practical placement, there was an incident involving an elderly patient. She …. 

c) Having a good publicity will ensure that more people support the ban. 

d) In the 1960s, Marshall McLuhan presented his forward-looking media theory, which focused on the 
power of media itself. 

e) Redfern, originally being an area consisting of working class industry, has been transformed into a 
cosmopolitan suburb for the upper middle class. The/ This Suburb is in the top ten hipster locations with… 
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f) The Most common solution to their sleep disturbances was to have them join a behavioral therapy and 
take a medication. 

3) Fill in the blank spaces with the correct article. 

At Cambridge University there was __a___ conference consisting of some of __the___ most celebrated 
biologists in __the___ world. Most of __the___ speakers had achieved success in their chosen field after 
many years of difficult research.  However, one of  _the____ most famous researchers, Jane Wills, had 
received worldwide acclaim from _an__ early age.   Emma Helme, a_____ chemist who has written _a____ 
lot about biology, was also there. These scientists told ___the__ audience of their struggles. _The___most 
interesting aspect was how ____ data communication via _the___ internet changed __the___ way they did 
their research. ____ email, one aspect of _____ data communications was very effective.  

 

Communication is an uncountable noun therefore no plural ending or article. Data communications is a system of communication 
and the plural can be used. No article is used. However, in the case of one communication then we can use the article. ie a 
communication was received from the President. Good communication is an uncountable noun.  

Source: http://www.ihbristol.com/learn-online/exercise-general/elementary/grammar/articles-a-an-the/89/#answer 

 

For more exercises on articles go to: https://www.adelaide.edu.au/english-for-uni/articles/ 

 

PREPOSITIONS 

Fill in the blank spaces with the correct preposition. 

1. All the students will work __in_ a collaborative environment. 

2. They need to concentrate _on__ their studies. 

3. You will study the important causes __of_ environmental change. 

4. In addition to the formal contact time required _for__ each course students will need to allocate non-
contact time. 

5. The course encourages students to think critically __about_ development. 

6. This academic program offers opportunities for studies that can lead __to_ careers in the increasingly 
important field of international business. 

7. The degree is designed to build a student's capacity _for__ lifelong learning beyond graduation.  

8. You will study issues related _to__ individual adjustment and maladjustment. 

9. In order to write a thesis, one must engage __in_ research which focuses _on__ a specific topic relevant 
_to__ one's field of study. Current issues _in__ the field should be addressed by means of a review _of__ the 
literature _on__ their chosen subject. 

http://www.ihbristol.com/learn-online/exercise-general/elementary/grammar/articles-a-an-the/89/#answer
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Source: https://www.adelaide.edu.au/english-for-uni/prepositions/prepositions_exercises_english_for_uni.pdf 

For more exercises on prepositions go to: http://www.world-english.org/prepositions2.htm  

https://www.adelaide.edu.au/english-for-uni/prepositions/prepositions_exercises_english_for_uni.pdf
http://www.world-english.org/prepositions2.htm
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PUNCTUATION 

Choose the sentence with correct punctuation. 

1 

 

E. Spain is a beautiful country; the beache's are warm, sandy and spotlessly clean. 

F. Spain is a beautiful country: the beaches are warm, sandy and spotlessly clean. 

G. Spain is a beautiful country, the beaches are warm, sandy and spotlessly clean. 

H. Spain is a beautiful country; the beaches are warm, sandy and spotlessly clean. 
 

 
 

2 E. The children's books were all left in the following places: Mrs Smith's room, Mr Powell's office and the caretaker's 

cupboard. 

F. The children's books were all left in the following places; Mrs Smith's room, Mr Powell's office and the caretaker's 

cupboard. 

G. The childrens books were all left in the following places: Mrs Smiths room, Mr Powells office and the caretakers cupboard. 

H. The children's books were all left in the following places, Mrs Smith's room, Mr Powell's office and the caretaker's 

cupboard. 

 

3 E. She always enjoyed sweets, chocolate, marshmallows and toffee apples. 

F. She always enjoyed: sweets, chocolate, marshmallows and toffee apples. 

G. She always enjoyed sweets chocolate marshmallows and toffee apples. 

H. She always enjoyed sweet's, chocolate, marshmallow's and toffee apple's. 

 
 

4 E. Sarah's uncle's car was found without its wheels in that old derelict warehouse. 

F. Sarah's uncle's car was found without its wheels in that old, derelict warehouse. 

G. Sarahs uncles car was found without its wheels in that old, derelict warehouse. 

H. Sarah's uncle's car was found without it's wheels in that old, derelict warehouse. 
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5 E. I can't see Tim's car, there must have been an accident. 

F. I cant see Tim's car; there must have been an accident. 

G. I can't see Tim's car there must have been an accident. 

H. I can't see Tim's car; there must have been an accident. 

 
 

6 E. Paul's neighbours were terrible; so his brother's friends went round to have a word. 

F. Paul's neighbours were terrible: so his brother's friends went round to have a word. 

G. Paul's neighbours were terrible, so his brother's friends went round to have a word. 

H. Paul's neighbours were terrible so his brother's friends went round to have a word. 

 
 

7 E. Tims gran, a formidable woman, always bought him chocolate, cakes, sweets and a nice fresh apple. 

F. Tim's gran a formidable woman always bought him chocolate, cakes, sweets and a nice fresh apple. 

G. Tim's gran, a formidable woman, always bought him chocolate cakes sweets and a nice fresh apple. 

H. Tim's gran, a formidable woman, always bought him chocolate, cakes, sweets and a nice fresh apple. 

 
 

8 E. That tall man, Paul's grandad, is this month's winner. 

F. That tall man Paul's grandad is this month's winner. 

G. That tall man, Paul's grandad, is this months winner. 

H. That tall man, Pauls grandad, is this month's winner. 

 
 

9. 

 

E. Charlie Parker, whose wife lived in China, died quite some time ago. 

F. Charlie Parker, whose wife lived in China died quite some time ago. 

G. Charlie Parker, who’s wife lived in China, died quite some time ago. 

H. Charlie Parker who’s wife lived in China died quite some time ago. 

 

Source: http://www.bristol.ac.uk/arts/exercises/grammar/grammar_tutorial/page_55.htm 

For an extra activity on colons, semi-colons and commas, go to: 

http://www.grammarbook.com/grammar_quiz/semicolons_and_colons_1.asp  

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/arts/exercises/grammar/grammar_tutorial/page_55.htm
http://www.grammarbook.com/grammar_quiz/semicolons_and_colons_1.asp
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ANSWERS 

It can be said that a growing trend of overconsumption, particularly in Western industrialised nations, is 

rising considerably. This phenomena extends to a wide range of goods and products which at one time 

were built to be repaired and reused, but now deemed too expensive to do so, are simply tossed aside to 

make way for a brand-new version of themselves. Additionally, it can be said that in particular developed 

nations, individuals consume and purchase far too many products which are all too quickly consumed and 

not reused, repaired or recycled; and after their usefulness has passed, they are simply discarded or sent 

to landfill refuse sites. The overconsumption of goods and products therefore is seen as a true threat to 

achieving sustainability in the 21st century and will continue to be ever more problematic until action is 

taken to curb this trend. As populations rise and become more affluent and developed, the 

overconsumption of goods and natural resources generally tends to grow exponentially, and in many 

cases, unsustainably leads to serious consequences. This essay will therefore discuss some of the main 

reasons why overconsumption has become a worrying issue and a detrimental trend in major 

industrialised nations. Furthermore, possible strategies in which to reduce this growing epidemic in the 

future will be outlined and explored. 

 


